CSSI-IOS Symposium on Social Changes under Globalization

Cosponsors
Center for the Study of Social Stratification and Inequality, Tohoku University
Institute of Sociology, Academia Sinica

Date
September 28-29, 2012

Venue
Main Conference Hall
Second Floor of the Main Building of the Graduate School of Arts and Letters

Program

September 28
12:00-1:00 pm Lunch

1:00-1:10 pm Opening remarks (Yoshimichi Sato)

1:10-2:10 pm Ethnicity (Moderator: Kikuko Nagayoshi)
  Fu-Chang Wang: From provincialism to ethnicity: the development of ethnic consciousness among Mainlanders in Taiwan, 1970s -1980s
  Ayumi Takenaka and Makiko Nakamuro: Negative Assimilation: How Immigrants Move Up Economically in Japan

2:10-2:20 pm Break

2:20-3:20 pm Social relations and environment (Moderator: Chin-Fen Chang)
  Yu-Hsia Lu: Co-preneurship, dynamic capability and business performance in Taiwanese small family firms under global recession
  Koichi Hasegawa: Social Movement on Nuclear Energy in Japan: Before and After the Fukushima Nuclear Disaster

3:20-3:30 pm Break
3:30-4:40 pm  Business network (Moderator: Ichiro Numazaki)
Zong-Rong Lee: Kinship ties and political collective action among business groups in Taiwan

4:40-4:50 pm  Break

4:50-5:50 pm  Labor and employment (Moderator: Yu-Hsia Lu)
Chin-Fen Chang: Explaining labor market outcomes of nonregular workers in East Asia
Jun Imai: Historical and Political Construction of Industrial Citizenship: The Case of Regular/Non-regular Employment in Japan

6:30 pm  Reception

September 29
9:00-10:00 am  Disaster, risk, and religions (Moderator: Yoshimichi Sato)
Thung-Hong Lin: Political institution, religious fragmentation and social vulnerability: evidence from the global disaster dataset
Toshiaki Kimura: Religious practice and social resilience after Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami

10:00-10:10 am  Break

10:10-11:10 am  Higher education (Moderator: Makiko Nakamuro)
Ying-Hwa Chang: The development and predicament of higher education in Taiwan after the mid-1980s
Yuichi Akinaga: Policy and the Regional Disparity in Japan

11:10-11:20 am  Break

11:20 am-12:20 pm  Civil society (Fu-Chang Wang)
Jieh-Min Wu: Social movements and civil society in Taiwan since 1980s
Kikuko Nagayoshi: Political Participation and Right Wing Attitudes in Japan

12:20-12:30 pm  Concluding remarks (Fu-Chang Wang)

12:30-1:30 pm  Lunch

1:30 pm  Open discussion for future collaboration